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This Congress will encourage scientists and researchers and 
young researchers in their early stage of career graph to 
widely discuss their outcome so as to enrich and develop the 
idea by felicitating them with the various Awards in their 
respective fields. The Main aim is meant to encourage 
students in taking active part in the International Science 
platform to sharpen their skills and knowledge. 

The Sponsor and Exhibitor in the Conference will get chance 
to expose themselves to new clients, customer, business, 
brand awareness and media exposure. Our sponsorship has 
categorized with Premium Sponsorship Packages: Elite 
Sponsor, Silver Sponsor, Gold Sponsor, Exhibition, Media 
Partner, Collaborator, Additional Sponsorship Packages and 
Advertisements. 

 
We have classified our recognition category in two 

Academic Awards 

Best Speaker Award 

This Speaker award seeks to recognize an individual who 
have demonstrated excellence when it comes to elaborating 
the presentation with an ease in Speaker Sessions through an 
on-going high-quality standard of his experience. 

 
Best research award 

This Research award seeks to appreciate an individual 
or team who has displayed excellence when it comes to 
research in their respective area, with high-quality standard of 
their efforts to make it possible for new innovation. 

 

Best young researcher award 

This Young Researcher award seeks to encourage students in 
taking active part in the International Science platform to 
sharpen their skills and knowledge in their early stage of 
career graph. 

 
Best poster award 

This Poster Award seeks to appreciate an individual who have 
displayed excellence when it comes to expose research in 
poster presentation category, with high-quality standard of 
their efforts to make it possible for new ideas & innovation. 

 
Best E-Poster award 

This E-Poster Award seeks to appreciate an individual who 
have displayed excellence when it comes to expose research 
in E-poster category. 

 

Business Awards 

Best sponsor award 

This Sponsorship award seeks to recognize an individual 
company or organization that has supported our attendees or 
participants to improve their research, by providing an 
opportunity to expose their research in an innovative project. 

Best exhibitor award 

This Exhibition award seeks to recognise an individual 
company that has exhibits their related Research ideas and 
products which has better future scope and helpful for our 
researchers and scientists in their respective field. 

 
Best collaborator award 

This Collaboration award seeks to recognise an individual or 
team of organization who have collaborated with us to support 
each other professional growth and reputation and to be helpful 
for our attendees or participants. 

 
Best media partner award 

This Media Partnership award seeks to recognise an 
individual or team of organization who have made partnership 
with us to broadcast each other professional growth and 
reputation to be helpful for our attendees or participants. 

 
Who and Why?? 

 
This Conference brings together the specialists from all the 
aspects to discuss about the future of Oncology and Cancer in 
today’s world to thrive and survive with a better health. 
Directors specialists, Investigators, Post-Doctoral Fellows, 
Research and Diagnostic Laboratories, Clinical Fellows, 
Students, Biomedical Research companies, Healthcare 
Institutions, Market Research and Consulting Firms, 
Pharmaceutical Companies and all other interested participants 
willing to enhance and update the knowledge may attend the 
conference. 

 
Cancer stem cells and oncology 

 
The branch of health care that determines the safety & efficacy 
of medications, devices, and diagnostics and also treatments 
intended for human use is termed Clinical Research .These are 
used for the treatment , prevention, diagnosis and relieving 
symptoms of the diseases. Clinical research may differ from 
clinical practice. Clinical Practice uses established process , 
whereas in case of clinical research evidence is collected for 
establishing the new treatment using “biological marker” .i.e. 
Biomarker refers to the category of medical signs or say 
objective indications of the medical state which is observed 
from outside the patient and is measured accurately. 

 

Importance and scope 

 
Cancer is second leading cause of death worldwide.  
Treatments that work for some cancers don’t work for the 
others and sometimes those treatments simply stop working 
and only a global search for answers will help us get to grip 
this disease. The conference will provide with an opportunity 
for the delegates from Universities and Institutes to interact 
with the world class Scientists and Industry Professionals 
working in the field of oncology. 
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